
LSE20 - THE BLESSING 
 
Instructions for Recording 
 
Hi everyone, thanks so much for being involved with this project, I can’t wait to see how 
God will use this and I’m looking forward to worshiping with you all through during this!  
 
In this folder are sub folders for the different instruments in the band please find your spot 
and grab the demo tracks from there to record to. If you encounter any issues during this 
project feel free to contact me at my email address – jonathan.rudd@wellspring-church.org  
 
When it comes to recording your section, here below are some tips to follow I hope I’ve 

explained things clearly if you are confused at all please don’t hesitate to get in touch: 
 
Primary thing to be aware of – at the start of the track there is a quick intro and instruction 

to clap or make a noise on your instrument after the count of 4 (1, 2, 3, 4, Clap) this really 
helps with syncing everything together.  
 
AUDIO  
EVERYONE – find yourself a nice quiet space, somewhere with soft materials/furniture or 
carpets as that helps to reduce unwanted echoes (i.e. even something like your living room 
or bedroom could work well). 

 
VOCALS – If you have a mic feel free to record with that! If not feel free to use your phone or 
camera if the audio quality is fairly reasonable.  
 
BAND MEMBERS - if you are able to record yourself into a DAW (i.e. Logic, Garage Band, 
Ableton, Cubase, Pro Tools etc) through some sort of audio interface then that’d help in the 
quality of the final product.  

 
EVERYONE (IF YOU ARE USING A DAW & INTERFACE) - Key thing to be aware of these tracks 
are at a sample rate of 48kHz some DAWs run at 44.1kHz as standard so you may need to 

change your settings so that it sounds as recorded rather than being changed due to a 
sample rate mismatch – if you have any confusion with this do get in touch and I’ll try help 
sort it!  
 
VIDEO 
Find yourself either a well lit location on either a simple clean wall or a backdrop with some 
depth behind you (see below for examples).  
 
Please, where able, record at 1080p or higher most modern phones should be able to 
record at this level.  
 
Please record in LANDSCAPE to help with uniformity and keeping all the shots similar. 
 
Another thing to be aware of is, if you feel comfortable to, embody your worship however is 

authentic and natural to you, this really brings across the identity and richness of worship in 
a digital platform. So please feel freedom to move, raise your hands sing out spontaneously 
in gaps, cry out etc – whatever you feel led to by the spirit. 
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(EXAMPLE (Although a little messy of a background) 
 

 


